
Walthers N Scale Passenger Car Lighting Kit Installation Update

Roof Removal
1. Beginning at one end, gently squeeze the sides of the passenger car between
thumb and index finger. This will release the internal locking tabs and allow the roof
end to pop up slightly, you may even feel a small snap as the tabs release. Gently lift
the roof slightly from the end, but do not try to remove it entirely. 

2. Repeat this along the length of the car to release the tabs, but lift the edge of the
roof from one side instead of the ends as in step one. The car has four locking tabs on
each side. There is no need to remove the floor or car interior to install the lighting kit.

Installing the Light Bar
3. There are locking tabs and locating tabs along the length of the car interior that can
be used to position the light bar. Align the bar with the “T” shaped end above the metal
electrical contacts inside the car and the rounded dispersion lenses facing downward
into the car. 

4. Snap the light bar in place with gentle downward pressure starting from the “T” end. 

Roof Replacement
1. The roof snaps back into place, but only fits one way. Make sure the tabs line up
with the notches (holes in the inside light bar supports above the car interior) before
reattaching the roof.

2. Gently push it back into place until you feel and/or hear the locking tabs click. Check
the edges of the roof for proper alignment.

NOTE: The light bar is designed to illuminate cars up to 85' long. Shorter cars such as a
72' baggage car require cutting the straight end of the light bar (with no electrical con-
tacts) and dispersion lens to your desired length with a hobby saw. Shortening the light
bar will not affect its performance.
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